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Criminal Lovers
François Ozon on ‘Criminal Lovers’

In Criminal Lovers you collide the world's violent reality with the fantasy and
symbolism of fairy tales. It’s a daring project.
The idea of this story came to me from a passion for both crime stories and
fairy tales. I wanted to combine two genres: a crime film inspired by headlines
mixed with the fairy tale, mostly a literary genre. Normally they oppose one
another. One is rooted in reality and the other in a fantastic and symbolic
universe. Nevertheless, they both have the same dark side, often the same
themes – murder, abandonment, incest, suicide... Fairy tales arouse the same
kind of fascination in both adults and children. These stories, real or
imaginary, speak to us intimately about our doubts, our fears and our worries.
Furthermore, everyone has his or her favourite fairy tale, which says
something about the individual’s personality.

Fairy tales always begin with concrete situations...
In my favourite fairy tale, Hansel and Gretel, the parents are forced to

abandon their children in a forest because they don’t have enough food to
feed them. This is followed with the determination to escape in the symbolic
sense. The ogre, the witch or whatever kind of animal involved, all have
specific functions. I found it interesting to make a portrait of two adolescents
based on a news headline, which then slips little by little into the fairy tale
world. For me, more interesting than just using the structure of naturalism and
the classic justifications of social commentary cinema.

What were your sources of inspiration?
I was interested in accounts of many crimes in which the protagonists were
adolescents. Recently, there have been a lot of similar cases in Europe and
the US. For example, the story of this young, rich American girl who asked her
middle-class boyfriend to kill a homeless man in Central Park. A completely
gratuitous crime, just for the pleasure of killing or witnessing death ... And, of
course, there’s also the cinema tradition, mostly American, of young criminals
on the run – from They Live by Night to Bonnie and Clyde, by way of
The Honeymoon Killers.

The character of Alice, although much younger, still evokes the Hollywood
praying mantis type female character that seduces her lover to push him
toward crime. Like Barbara Stanwyck in Double Indemnity, Lana Turner in
The Postman Always Rings Twice...
I’ve always been fascinated by what are referred to as screen ‘bitches’. I enjoy
giving to female characters that same cruelty normally seen in men. Feminine
manipulation is always much stronger, much more exciting. There is a
particular sensuality in a woman’s cruelty. Already, in my short, See the Sea, I
showed outright the truly evil nature of the character played by Marina de Van
without any psychological explication for the cruelty of her acts.

In Criminal Lovers there is no explained psychological analysis. You don’t
show any elements of the criminal pathology of your characters. You also
don’t paint a portrait of a disturbed era...
The criminal act is presented as it is in all its mysterious and frightening
brutality, without any psychological explanation or sociological context.
One rarely knows the real reasons why someone commits an act. That’s what
interests me, to try and get closer to that obscure moment of the murderous
impulse. In fact, it seems to me that Alice doesn’t desire Luc, but actually
desires Saïd. She doesn’t assume her sexuality. She isn’t ready to have a real
love relationship with Saïd. She sticks to fantasy and provocation. She turns
him on ... She then has the object of her desire killed so as not to respond to
that desire. This delight in killing is her manner of attaining orgasm.

Do you think identification with the characters of Alice and Luc might be
difficult for the audience?
The spectator has to choose their own path. I expect the spectator to be
active. He or she is allowed to identify with the characters at times, and at
other times maybe reject them. At the beginning, one sees them clearly as
monsters, criminals. Later, in the grips of the Woodsman, Alice and Luc
themselves become the victims. As prisoners of this ogre, it’s easier to identify
with them, to have pity for them. We almost forget that they have committed a
murder. Then we are taken back to reality. I wanted the audience to stay on
this path, to ask the question ‘Is there something in this or that character that
I can find in myself?’

You opted for a story structure based on flashback...
The screenplay was first written in chronological order. In editing, we realised
the succession of situations worked too distinctly. The period of initiation
where the young couple are held prisoner in the cellar became stronger, and
the beginning was forgotten. The murder was overshadowed. The flashbacks
gave more presence to the character of Saïd, thus reinforcing the cruelty of
the two adolescents. Furthermore, the cellar imprisonment is suitable to the
flashback. In this space, time becomes abstract, similar to what must be felt
in prison. One has time to rethink one’s acts, the murder committed,
childhood... The film was edited on this idea.

The film begins fast-paced, tight and alert like Alice’s nervous rhythm...
At the beginning, she runs the show. I wanted to avoid making her touching.
Alice and Luc are heartless and mechanical, like robots who commit a
murder. At first, everything goes fine, it clicks together. Then the manipulation
and their plan begin to crack. These two robots become human beings
confronted with the real and unexpected consequences of their act. They
have to drive a car, get rid of the body, buy a shovel. They have no money.
They’re hungry... During their improvised escape, their actions prove to be
childish and immature. The rhythm of the film then adopts their own rhythms.
The framing becomes more open, wider. The characters lose themselves in
the frame as in their plan. After the murder, it was difficult for me to film them
in close-up. I felt they didn’t deserve it.
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